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Concerning discerning,
yearning while inward turning,

where is the light from the dark within?
While unknowing who one is and

what one is meant to do with one's life;
A cause for my spiritual strife

the many voices from without and within
some seeking approval, some true or false

or altogether someone else's.
 

Voices and choices
too many

to choose from while knowing:
Choice not chance determines one's destiny.

Am I making good choices?
Whether willed or felt or reasoned

with ups and downs,
consolations and desolations,

and sometimes just plain gut-wrenching indecision,
perhaps with distraction as a comforting attraction.

But focus I may, focus I must.
 

Just then in calm she comes
to stir the air with spirit's fragrance.
Encouraged to hear without any fear,

any tension within dissipates
as a possible choice resonates,
comforts us in all our troubles

that we may comfort those in any trouble
with the comfort we ourselves have received

from God.
Amen

Too Many Choices?

by Roger Hall, OFM



BY  JEAN  ALLIE

This short,

cold day,

its clear, 

singing blue above,

its snow-ground beneath, 

littered with gems a child

might string,

its cold brown fingers of pain

and beauty between:

it will have its own grace.

I will breathe it,

welcome it,

embrace it,

and end with 

thanks.

My friend:

when you are locked in your bleak

midwinter,

when your world is iced-over,

dormant,

watch:a small bird will alight on

that snow-dusted branch.

You will call her          

Companion.

A pair of poems

A pair
of photos

BY  ANDREE  GRAFSTEIN



I am a daughter of the universe. 
 

No different than a tree of the universe, 
A river of the universe,

A breeze of the universe,
or an ember of the universe.

 
I am a compliment of the earth, air, fire and water.

I am not controlled by my thoughts and doings.
I am not controlled by the fury of others,

Nor the words of a higher being. 
 

I am a daughter of the universe.
I grow as a tree; I flow as a river.

I feel like the air, I have passion like fire.
 

I am a daughter of the universe.
I am not one entity in this world, but a partner of it.

I need each element for my existence, my survival, and my
spirit. 

 
As a river's course changes through the years, so does mine.

I am not stagnant. 
As the tree grows taller and sturdier, so do I.

I have the mystery and knowledge like the air;
I can change and transform to survive.

 
I am a daughter of the universe.

 
 
 

A Daughter of the Universe
by Ren Brockmeyer



Dewfall
BY  SHARON  KRAUSE

Lord, send Your Holy Spirit

like the dewfall on me,

With holy gentleness, life and

variety;With truth, serenity,

coolness and shine,

Help me grow and flourish in

Your love divine.

Lord, bless me and make me

a gift unto You,

So, in clear reflection, I might

share with others too

Your effective and unending,

nourishing grace...

And, because I am needy,

please dewfill me in haste!

I look for order, so I look for God.

I look for truth, so I look for God.

I look for pure love, so I look for God.

I look for mercy, so I look for God.

I look for peace, so I look for God.

I look for consistency, so I look for God.

I look for what is real, so I look for God.

I look for who I am, so I look for God

because I am made in His image

..........And the search continues........

Search
BY  SHARON  KRAUSE



Stop for a moment in silence.
Listen for your next breath.

  Breathe in—
    Breathe out.
  Breathe in—
    Breathe out.

God just gave you that breath.
  The ebb and flow
of your breathing

    In the
stillness of God’s presence.

A sign of his ongoing creation of you--
Breath after breath.

 
The Spirit is the breath of God.

The Spirit fills you with life—
  Moment by moment

     Light upon light
      Word after

word.
Listen for the Spirit

    Listen for
God’s breath

      In your life
        And in your

heart.
When you hear it

  You will know
    At this very

moment
 God is.

Breath of the Spirit
by Joe Bartok



Meditation. Contemplation. These are words we hear and read

every day. We know their meaning, intellectually. But what do

these practices do for our hearts and souls? Why did so many

spiritual giants recommend them? 

 

Every tradition of both East and West has a mystic group whose

practices ultimately are the same, and the first step is to train our

minds to concentrate and achieve focus. For, as the Dalai Lama

said, “If we had as little control of our bodies as we do of our

minds, we would never make it across the street alive!” This is the

meditation part, a preparation for contemplation. 

 

For Buddhists, meditation begins with sitting and focusing on the

breath, feeling it go in and out at the nostrils, the abdomen, the

chest, wherever the sensation is the strongest. John Main’s

rediscovery of the Christian tradition uses the mantra Maranatha,

often translated as “Come Lord”. Thomas Keating, who,

incidentally, says that Centering Prayer is meditation,

not contemplation, says to choose any sacred word or phrase that

has meaning for you. The unity of these three approaches lies in

their recommendation to focus and let thoughts just come and go,

without pushing them away or clinging to them. Buddhists

compare the mind to a pond disturbed by the wind. The pond will

not reflect the surrounding reality clearly unless the wind stops

blowing. The word nirvana is really two words: nir, without, and

vana, wind. Meditation may be difficult at first, but with practice

the mind clears, and one can drop the object of focus and just BE,

with the occasional thought floating by. Then one can

undertake contemplation. 

 

W H Y  A R E  Y O U

S O  A F R A I D

O F  S I L E N C E ?

S I L E N C E  I S

T H E  R O O T  O F

E V E R Y T H I N G .

I F  Y O U

S P I R A L  I N T O

I T S  V O I D ,  A

H U N D R E D

V O I C E S  W I L L

T H U N D E R

M E S S A G E S

Y O U  L O N G

T O  H E A R .  

Meditation &
Contemplation

W R I T T E N  B Y  J I M  L I G A S

—  R U M I



Meditation & Contemplation
 

For specifics, I’ll follow the Buddha. He felt that questions about the existence

of the Divine were incapable of answers. He said, “I teach one thing, and one

thing only: Suffering, and how to end it”. His Four Noble Truths speak for

themselves. The first is that life is unsatisfactory by its very nature. Everything

is transient. Bad things happen and good things do not last. The second is

that we are ignorant of the first truth, and therefore want to cling to pleasant

events and push away the unpleasant. This clinging and aversion produce

suffering: in life, pain is real but much suffering is self-generated by

ignorance. The third noble truth is that a cure IS possible. The fourth truth is

the remedy: following the path of ethical behavior, steadying the mind, and

contemplating the transient nature of all things in order to discern the true

nature of reality. 

 

Our assumption is that reality is made up of “I”, “they”, and “those objects out

there”. This sense of separation is the root cause of our friction with others

and our unthinking manipulation of the “stuff out there”. One begins

contemplation by asking “What is this thing I call ‘me’?” I imagine the

following scene. I’m sitting with my eyes closed, just being present in

awareness. It’s like sitting in a dark movie theater. Wait — thoughts of the

past! Good! A history film! But psychologists say that if you tell a person a 30-

second long story and ask them to remember it, the story they repeat 15

minutes later is unrecognizable in its details. A few days later, the repetition

bears NO relationship to the original story. So - I’m watching historical fiction,

written by me and likely starring me! That film ends and I again sit quietly. And

here come the previews of coming attractions! But — they aren’t coming at all.

They’re hopes, plans, or fears for the future. Yet we believe that there is this

solid ‘me’ even though the ‘me’ consists of past experiences imperfectly

recalled, opinions rather than facts, and dreams about the future. One of my

favorite teachers, Adyashanti, points out the problem with believing what one

thinks. He tells the story of watching 2 adults come into conflict, and realizes

that they both believe what they think although they think different things. He

asks, what makes the first person believe what’s in his head yet he judges the

spoken thoughts of the second person as wrong? Does the first person have

some kind of special brain that’s always right? Adya writes that he discovered

this at the age of 8 or 9, and how frightening it was to see that the adults

taking care of you are insane!

 

(... continued)



So what IS real? Contemplation is meant to show you — to bring

you to the very visceral knowledge —that reality is just this very

moment in which we find ourselves, and that the soul within us is

the pure awareness that witnesses this moment without comment

or judgement. We come to see that beliefs an opinions are mostly

conditioned by past experience and how we interpret it, clinging,

avoiding, and trying to control the moment. We can keep the parts

of the ego that are necessary for functioning day to day, and relax

those parts that want to fix or change much of the reality about

us. For those who are part of nontheistic traditions, this is enough

to lessen suffering by living in reality rather than in illusion. 

 

For theists, however, contemplation is a way to connect deeply

and intimately with the Divine, and in fact with all of creation.

Every mystic talks about emptying yourself. But to do so one can’t

merely “get the message”: one has to experience the connection

at a gut level and then live it mindfully. Jesus spent 40 days in the

desert, no i-pad, cell phone, or other distractions. Surely

contemplation decided His later path. And St. Paul writes in

Romans: “ I do not understand what I do. For what I want to do I

do not do, but what I hate, I do.” It must have taken deep

concentration to arrive at Galatians: “I no longer live, but Christ

lives in me.” Both were connected to the Divine and to community

in the widest sense of that word. In our time, another Catholic,

Joseph Campbell, the great mythologist, was fond of

quoting Schopenhauer: “How is it possible that suffering that is

neither my own nor of my concern should affect me as though it

were my own, and with such force that it moves me to

action?” Schopenhauer went on: this insight reveals that “my own

true inner being actually exists in every living creature”. Campbell

summed this up as tat tvam asi, “Thou Art That”, the spark of the

Divine within each of us is One. 

 

Adyashanti sums it up: “When we begin to surrender our demand

that life change, that life alter itself to suit our ideas, then

everything opens. We begin to awaken from this dream

of separateness and struggle, and we realize that the grace we

were always seeking is actually right there at the center of our

existence...In those very moments when we know that we

don’t know...we fall into grace”.

 

References - 

Adyashanti: Falling into Grace: insights on the end of suffering 

Joseph Campbell: Thou Art That: transforming religious metaphor

Contemplation is meant

to show you — to bring

you to the very visceral

knowledge —that

reality is just this very

moment in which we

find ourselves, and

that the soul within us

is the pure awareness

that witnesses this

moment without

comment or judgement.



White Memorial- January, 2020Threshold by Lisa Hudkins

This word will serve as a reminder to me of how I
want to show up every day in 2020.  I want to cross
into each new day with a sense of opening to new
territory and realize that it is filled with possibilities
for me to uncover, to be the place of beginnings
that will take me through this year into the next. 
Within a week of picking this word, my email was
flooded with reflections, retreat offerings, and
articles about thresholds since they also serve as a
sense of hope, a portal into our very being. I began
to take pictures of various thresholds that I will use
in my meditative prayer and eventually put into an
album.
Finally, a quote from Thomas Merton was shared
with me by a wonderful friend, and now I will
share it with you, “A door opens in the center of
our being and we seem to fall through it into the
immense depths which although they are infinite,
are all accessible to us.”
In 2020 may we all find ourselves accessible to
others and not afraid to cross over into our own
immense infinite depths. 
If you would like to know more about choosing
your own word here are a few websites to explore:
www.blessingmanifesting.com
www.myoneword,org
www.mountainmodernlife.com

Whenever I thought of the word threshold, my
mind went to doorways, entrances and exits from
buildings. In fact, Webster explains thresholds, in
one of its definitions in this way, “gate, door, the
place of entering or beginning.”
So, it came as a surprise to me when I began
thinking about what one word would define my
New Year of 2020? Many cultures and spiritual
groups choose a word that can serve as a focus, a
mantra for how you will live your life for this New
Year. It can act as a guiding principle that can help
you reach your goals for this year.
I had been thinking about my word for a few weeks
before New Year’s Day. However, during that time I
was being nudged by the word, “threshold”. I tried
to dismiss this feeling, however the word kept
coming back to my mind and would continue to fill
my headspace.
On New Year’s Day I went for a walk in the woods
and as I was walking, I came upon an opening in
the woods ahead of me. I immediately said out
loud, “What a beautiful threshold!” That is when I
knew that threshold would be my word for the
New Year of 2020. This visual image in the woods
was an opening, an uncharted path, new territory
needing to be explored to the unknown, and all of
this was filled with infinite possibilities!



A prayer by Deacon Art Miller 

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE!

https://spiritlifectr.org/open-house-internship-in-spiritual-direction


“What do you want?” – An invitation to pray boldly

By Rev. Dr. Susan J. Foster

“John again was standing with two of his disciples, and as he watched
Jesus walk by, he exclaimed, “Look, here is the Lamb of God!” The two

disciples heard him say this, and they followed Jesus.  When Jesus turned
and saw them following, he said to them, ‘What are you looking for?”’

(John 1: 35-38)
You might expect Jesus’ first recorded words to be preaching or teaching or expounding on some

ancient text.  But in the Gospel of John, none of that happens. The first thing Jesus says is a question. He

turns to his would-be disciples and asks them, “What are you looking for?”

 

Jesus – the Messiah, the Son of God, the Light of the world – wants to know what is on their minds. What

are you looking for? It’s another way of saying, “What are you seeking? What do you lack?”

 

Jesus looks his potential followers in the eye and wonders, “What do you really, really want?”

It is an invitation to powerful prayer. And yet how often do we hesitate to say out loud what is on our

hearts and minds? We are so good at praying polite prayers that list the needs of others, never ourselves.

We pray tentative prayers couched with caveats like “If it’s possible...”. Yet Jesus demands, “What are you

looking for?” What do you want?

 

When I hear this invitation to honest, from-the-heart prayer, I think about the good work my

congregation with our local homeless shelter. Like so many congregations, we provide food, clothing,

toiletries, gift cards, vouchers, and holiday gifts to the residents. That is a good thing to do. 

But if I were to pray an honest prayer – if I were to state what I really want – I would say, “I want affordable

housing. I want job coaching. I want abundant access to mental health care.”

 

But I often hesitate to offer that prayer because those things cost money and I don’t know how to make

any of them happen. The complicated situation causes my heart-felt desire to die on my lips. But Jesus

didn’t ask his disciples to come up with solutions. He wasn’t asking them if they deserved anything or if

their requests were logical or even possible. Jesus simply asks, “What are you looking for?” What do you

want? If we can’t name what we want, we can’t visualize it. 

 

If we can’t name what we are lacking, we might miss opportunities God is offering to us.

 

“Pray boldly,” Martin Luther declared in 1517. 

 

“I have a dream,” Martin Luther King celebrated in 1963.

 

Those are both invitations to trust God with our needs, our lacks, and our dreams. Saying it out loud is not

a guarantee that it will come true. But offering our deepest needs to God is a step of faith. It is offering

our hands, our hearts, and ourselves to the work of God all around us. It is trusting that God will hear our

prayer and do marvelous things. 

 

And that is what I am looking for.



Michael Moran, C.P.

"Mourning Angel : For my Father ," is a large linocut that I did

in 1998 , the year that my father died .  The scroll the angel is

holding is the Latin for "Life has changed , not ended ," from

the Preface of the Mass for the Dead .  I often make a piece

of art if something occurs in my life that I want to deal with

in a deeper way .  The focus of making art is the same focus

for meditation , mindfulness , centering , however we term it . 

The process of creating it , and then looking at it in a

meditative way , often jars a memory or a deep realization

about the event or the person .  Such is the case with this

piece .

 

Mourning Angel: For my Father



Adirondack
Birthing
Waters

(above)

 

Connecticut
Lady

(left)

 

original oil paintings

 by Deb Moyer 



Sacred Space

by Karrie Kirchner



[Spiritual Direction is] a ministry
and an art that invites a person or a
group to come to ask questions about
God, life, meaning, intimacy, justice,
peace.

You’re the one saying which way we will
turn and which path we’re going to take.

From the Spiritual Life Center Andree Grafstein (left), who is a long-
time practicing spiritual companion, and Oscar Brockmeyer (right), the
nonprofit's executive director, offer people spiritual companionship.
(Michael Walsh / Courant Community)

Click on
the

Spiritual
Life

Center
logo to

read the
whole
article

Brockmeyer uses the metaphor of jointly walking in
the woods to describe spiritual companionship...

-Andree Grafstein

https://www.courant.com/community/west-hartford/hc-wh-west-hartford-spiritual-life-center-20191219-20200102-774rtzy3xfdfzm3oollf63rqu4-story.html
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